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Introduction to OMNIC

Overview of OMNIC
OMNIC as the core software
OMNIC Main Window
Spectral Information
File Drop Down Menu
Help Drop Down Menu
Edit Drop Down Menu
Window Drop Down Menu

Building Configuration
Edit Options
Edit Icon Tool Bar
Edit Drop Down Menu
Save Configuration (password protection capability)

Enable OMNIC Log-in 
Add User: Select Configuration and Experiment files
Launch OMNIC Enter user name with password
When you are “locked out” of OMNIC
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Val-Pro

OMNIC as the Core Software

OMNIC is the core FTIR software used to collect and process spectra. It supports, or 
underlies, other software for special applications associated with the analysis of sample 
infrared spectra.
Atlµs and µview – Imaging software used in conjunction with FTIR microscopes. Atlµs allows 
mapping of sample when combined with an automated stage producing IR spectra tied to 
the visual image of a sample.
ValPro – Validation software. It evaluates the instrument function based on ASTM methods.
DS - Digital Security software used to comply with FDA’s 21 CFR Part 11. Provides ultimate 
security for data collection and processing.
TQ Analyst – A quantitative analysis software. Spectra collected using OMNIC are imported 
into TQ Analyst with ease. Quant methods built in TQ analyst can be used directly in OMNIC 
to carry out analysis of sample spectra.
Integra - Used specifically for the quantitation of used oil samples.
Quant Pad - Used specifically for the quantitation of samples in the gas phase.
Macros Basic - Used to automate data collection and processing in OMNIC. Useful for 
facilities with many users, lengthy experiments, or users unfamiliar with OMNIC and data 
collection parameters.   
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OMNIC Main Window

OMNIC functions like many other Windows based program. Tasks are grouped under drop 
down menus. Shortcuts to many tasks are accessible through the use of icons located on 
the icon toolbar. If the function of a specific icon is in doubt, simply float over it with you 
cursor and a display will pop up.
When there is more than one spectrum open, the title of all spectra may be viewed by 
clicking on the drop down arrow to the right of the Spectrum Title Bar or by enabling display 
overlaid titles as discussed later in this section.
The default setting displays the active spectrum in red. Inactive spectra are shown in other 
colors.  
To expand a region, use the mouse to draw a box around the region of interest and click 
inside the box. The radar box, located at the bottom of the screen, contains a thumbnail view 
of the entire spectrum. To return to full spectral view, double click inside of the radar box.
As you move the cursor across the screen, the cursor position is displayed in the X,Y 
Readout Box.
In order to select multiple spectra, click on the spectra while holding the control key. This 
operation is necessary when saving a set of spectra as a single group spectral file, in 
addition to when performing data manipulations involving multiple spectra such as spectra 
subtraction. 
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Spectral Information

Spectra collection and processing information is always available by selecting the “i” .  
Information contained in the upper half of the display may be edited. Any changes made 
must be saved by saving the spectrum again. Information in the lower half of the display 
may not be altered in any way. This is where information on collection, processing, and 
digital signature history (with the DS option) is stored.
You may copy the contents of the display to the Windows clipboard and paste to a word 
processing program. You may also print the information.
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File Drop Down Menu

Open and Save Configuration, Log In, Add User and Enable Log In are all part of building 
standard configurations and will be covered in the next section.
You may print a spectrum directly from File drop down menu.  
You may delete a spectrum directly from File drop down menu. Please note that once a 
spectrum is deleted it is completely removed from your hard drive. You may not retrieve it 
from Window’s Recycle Bin.
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Open, Save, and Save As

In order to save a spectrum, select the spectrum and then select Save or Save As from the 
file drop down menu. Note that a spectrum may be saved under its spectral title by using Set 
Filename to title.  
In addition, using OMNIC spectra can be saved in variety of spectral data types, including 
.CSV.  
Spectra may be saved to the local hard drive or a network location.
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Save Group

A set of spectra can be saved under single group file. First select multiple spectra by left-
clicking on the mouse while holding the control key. You can also choose Edit | Select All  to 
select all spectra in the active window. Once spectra are selected navigate to File | Save 
Group. Your spectra are saved under a file name with .SPG file extension.  
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Help Drop Down Menu

OMNIC on-line help gets better with each new version release. Today it is possible to 
receive guidance on sample handling techniques, instruction on theory of FTIR, even Help 
on Help by selecting Using Help from the Help drop down menu.
If you ever need to know which version of OMNIC you are running select
Help | About OMNIC
To contact Technical Support select
Help | Technical Support
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Window Drop Down Menu

You may have more than one window open in OMNIC. To add a new window select Window 
| New Window. You will be prompted for a title, though you need not enter one. The first 
window open in OMNIC is ALWAYS called Window1 and may not be changed.
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Enable, Disable, or 
Hide commands in 
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Building Configuration

Configuration files make OMNIC look and act like each user prefers. Some amount of 
security is provided by password protecting configurations.
DS software should be considered where higher security is required.
OMNIC allows you to create personalized configuration with preferred font, tool bars, and 
more. In this example, a user is able to acquire spectra and save them, but he/she is not 
able to open files. The Open command is disabled (in gray).
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Edit Drop Down Menu
Edit | Options | File Tab

Edit drop down menu offers commands similar to those found in Microsoft Office products in 
addition to some unique features specific to OMNIC.
In order to make changes to the display setup of new windows to be opened select
Edit | Options 
Edit | Options | File tab
Directories allows the selection of the default location for OMNIC to locate files such as 
spectra, experiment, and configuration. By using the Select Path button the user can define 
these locations. Under default setting, OMNIC opens folders in C:\My Documents\Omnic 
directory.
Saving the log file as an RTF option allows storage of the log, along with any graphics it 
contains, to a word processing program. To open a log file to initiate recording go to File | 
Open Log
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Edit | Options | View Tab
Editing Appearance of Window

Edit | Options | View tab
Annotation orientation (horizontal or vertical) may be selected. Setting on fonts and tick 
marks may be changed.
Change colors by selecting the Color button. From within the dialogue box, first select the 
color box adjacent to the type of display to be changed. Then select a new color from the 
color pallet. Note that Selected spectrum changes the color of the active spectrum, 
Spectrum 1-8 change the colors of the additional spectra in a window which are not active.
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Edit | Options | Print Tab
Editing Printing Layout

Edit | Options | Print tab
One of the more important features under the print tab is setting the orientation of report 
templates for any new templates to be created.
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Edit | Options | Collect Tab
Editing Collection Options

Edit | Options | Collect tab
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Edit | Options | Process Tab
Process Display Options

Edit | Options | Process tab
If you want to use the  H2O and CO2 correction under process menu or select specific 
reference file for Atmospheric Suppression, select appropriate references by using the 
Browse button.
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Spectral Window View 
Edit | Options | Window Tab

Edit | Options | Window Tab
This tab looks similar to View | Display Setup. Unlike Display Setup, settings in Options tab 
is applied to newly opened windows. In addition, this setting can be saved for future.
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Mapping Colors
Edit | Options | Mapping Tab

Mapping tab is for FTIR microscope applications.
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Mapping Display
Edit | Options | Mapping-Display Tab

Mapping-Display tab is for adjusting appearance of maps acquired with FTIR microscope 
applications.
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Display Options for Active Spectral Window
View | Display Setup

In order to adjust appearance of currently selected window, go to View | Display Setup
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Customizing Drop Down Menus & Toolbar
Edit | Edit Menus      Edit | Edit Toolbar

OMNIC allows users to customize items found in Menus in addition to ions in Toolbar. 
Edit | Edit Menu allows you to add, enable, disable or hide menu items in OMNIC.  
Edit | Edit Toolbar allows you to add, remove, adjust size, and add text to the OMNIC 
Toolbar.
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Customizing Drop Down Menus & Toolbar
Edit Toolbar

Edit | Edit Toolbar
The Button Library containing available ions is displayed on the top. Commands for each 
icon are displayed when a cursor is placed over the icon for a second.  
The Current Toolbar configuration is shown at the bottom. To remove an icon, click and drag 
it to the waste can. To add an item, find it in the Button Library, click and drag it to the 
Current Toolbar.  
Select button size and style. There is a limitation to the number of buttons that can be 
displayed. This number depends on the size and location where the Toolbar is displayed. 
Displaying the Toolbar down one side of the OMNIC window allows fewer buttons to be 
displayed in a single column.
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Customizing Drop Down Menus & Toolbar
Add an item to the Toolbar

Edit | Edit Toolbar | Add Item
Three types of items may be added: OMNIC Macros, executable external programs, or 
OMNIC DDE commands. When selecting Macros or an External program, the browse button 
enables you to search the drives accessible from your computer to find the appropriate 
name and location. The Icon used to represent the newly added item may also be altered by 
using the Browse button. When finished, click OK. To add the item to your toolbar, you must 
also drag the icon under the User Item to the Current Toolbar.
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Customizing Drop Down Menus & Toolbar
Edit Menus

OMNIC allows you to enable, disable, hide, and add commands under each menu. By 
choosing disable, commands selected will be deactivated (shown in gray). When hidden, 
those commands are no longer available and not shown to the user. You may also add 
macros, external programs, and DDE commands as in the edit | edit toolbar menu.
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Saving Configurations

Once you have created a configuration, it can be saved for future use by selecting the 
File| Save Configuration As menu item. Once selected, you have the option of making 
the configuration the default configuration that will be loaded when Omnic is started, 
password protecting it so that it can’t be changed, and/or making it a read only file.
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Enabling OMNIC Log-in

If you would like to have users Log in when using Omnic, you may enable Omnic Log-in 
from File | Enable Omnic Log-in.
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Resetting OMNIC Login Feature
‘omnic32.ini’ File

Set this value to 0 (zero)

In the event that you are locked out of OMNIC after Log-in has been enabled, there is a way 
to regain access. To do this type omnic32.ini from the run menu in Windows. Once the 
window containing the .ini file opens, change the value of UserLogin from 1 to 0. This will 
disable OMNIC Log-in and allow you access to the software once again.
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Introduction to OMNIC - Review

Overview of OMNIC
OMNIC as the core software
OMNIC Main Window
Spectral Information
File Drop Down Menu
Help Drop Down Menu
Edit Drop Down Menu
Window Drop Down Menu

Building Configuration
Edit Options
Edit Icon Tool Bar
Edit Drop Down Menu
Save Configuration (password protection capability)

Enable OMNIC Log-in 
Add User: Select Configuration and Experiment files
Launch OMNIC Enter user name with password
When you are “locked out” of OMNIC


